
BAGS / BAGS
BOOTS BAG X-LINEAR

BOOTS BAG X-LINEAR
0026135

0026135.318    

FEATURES

Designed to easily accommodate off road and dual road boots, from
the smallest size up to 47.
Hand-washable.
Equipped with practical carrying handle.

Easy opening with double slider.
Ventilation for breathability.
Side closure by SBS zipper.
A logo insert front and back and Acerbis logo on sides.

PRODUCT DETAILS

100% Polyester

Made In: China



NEW PRODUCTS / NEW PRODUCTS
HELMET BAG X-LINEAR

HELMET BAG
X-LINEAR
0026134

0026134.318    

FEATURES

Designed to easily accommodate off road and dual road helmets.
Fabric exterior and soft interior padding aimed at protecting the
helmet.
Equipped with practical carrying handle.
Easy opening with double slider.

Ventilation for breathability.
Side pocket for accessory insertion.
Side closure by SBS zipper.
Insert with A logo on front and back and Acerbis logo on sides.

PRODUCT DETAILS

100% Polyester

Made In: China



BAGS / BAGS
HELMET BAG 2.0

HELMET BAG 2.0
0025464

0025464.090    

FEATURES

Fabric exterior and soft internal lining to protect the helmet. Ventilated for breathability.
Capacity: 28 liters

PRODUCT DETAILS

100% Polyester

Made In: China



MOUNTAIN BIKE / MTB BAGS
SENTER BACKPACK 7L

SENTER BACKPACK 7L
0025066

0025066.319    

FEATURES

CONSTRUCTION AND DESIGN:
7L backpack with 2L water bag, light medium/small size
EXTERNAL CONSTRUCTION:
The innovative "X" closure system, with central quick release and 4
Velcro adjustments, cancels the oscillating effect and at the same
time distributes the pressure of the shoulder straps evenly, on the
chest and not on the shoulders, guaranteeing a free and unhindered
driving.
Helmet carrying system on the backpack.
Outer fabric coated in rubber, to facilitate cleaning of the backpack
using a wet sponge and which increases its water resistance.
Three-dimensional breathable mesh fabric in the area in contact with
the back, with reflective shielding to keep the water bag cool.
Front and rear reflective inserts.

Customizable label for Biker identification.
4 fixing points for the race number table.
INTERNAL CONSTRUCTION:
Pockets dedicated to the transport of tools, keys, multitool, air
chamber, pump.
Power pockets designed to accommodate bars / gels.
Large 180x140mm internal storage / smartphone pocket, positioned
in the most protected part of the backpack.
Internal car key holder hook.
WATER BAG:
2.0 liter capacity: allows for an average autonomy of 4 hours.
3.0 Easy to fill and clean thanks to the large sliding bar which hooks
in order to guarantee watertight integrity.
Straw with On / Off valve and removable tube with quick coupling for
easy cleaning.
Perfect for E-BIKE / MTB / GRAVEL use.

PRODUCT DETAILS

PVC 45% | Polyester 50% | Others 5%

Made In: China



MOUNTAIN BIKE / MTB BAGS
SENTER BACKPACK 7L

PRODUCTS RELATED

0025301
HIDRO BAG+VALVE 2L FOR
SENTER

   



BAGS / BAGS
BACKPACK P-EVA 31 LT

BACKPACK P-EVA 31
LT
0023923

0023923.090    

FEATURES

Dimensions 53 x 42 x 17 cm. Volume 31 Lt. Weight 0,830 Kg
Helmet backpack
Expandable volume with zip to increase the dimension
Main zipper to easy log into the total volume of backpack
Padded back panel
Ergonomics and adjustables padded shoulders straps

Inner Padded pocket for tablet or labtop till 14” dimensions 23X34
cm
Inner Phone pocket log in through back panel with opening 18 cm
zipper lenght

PRODUCT DETAILS

COMPONENTS: | Shell: | 70% EVA | 30% Polyester Lining: | 100% PolyesterMATERIALS: | Outer: | Preformed shape in EVAInner: | Lining in
polyester with pockets

Made In: China



BAGS / BAGS
BACKPACK B-LOGO 15 LT

BACKPACK B-LOGO 15
LT
0024956

0024956.010 0024956.040 0024956.070 0024956.090

0024956.110    

FEATURES

Dimensions 31 x 17 x 44 cm. Volume 15 Lt. Weight 0,550 Kg
Padded pocket for tablet or labtop till 14” dimensions 23X34 cm
Inner phone pocket
Main zipper to easy log into the total volume of backpack

Mesh pockets with stretch insert
Padded back panel in breathable mesh
Ergonomics and adjustables padded shoulders straps
Waterproof cover quick access from bottom separate pocket

PRODUCT DETAILS

COMPONENTS: | Shell: | 100% Polyester Lining: | 100% PolyesterMATERIALS: | Outer: | Polyester 600D OxfordInner: | Lining in polyester with
pockets

Made In: China



BAGS / BAGS
MOTO KAMP ARTIK

MOTO KAMP ARTIK
0024979

0024979.319    

FEATURES

Thermal Bag
Capacity 26 L
Weight: 750 g
Dimensions: 31 x 24 x 37 cm
External heat-sealed seams and water-resistant zips
External pocket wide enough to keep items such as tabletas or
notebooks
External mesh pockets

Quick access through small top pocket
Padded shoulder straps and bag adjustment straps
Abrasion resistant
Removable inside splitter, to better organize spaces
Handle for top grip

PRODUCT DETAILS

100% POLYESTER

Made In: China



BAGS / BAGS
ALHENA MEDIUM SPORT BAG

ALHENA MEDIUM
SPORT BAG
0022367

0022367.040 0022367.042 0022367.090 0022367.110

FEATURES

Main compartment with double zip
Large side compartments
Adjustable shoulder strap
Double handles with padded grip
Printed logos
Personalised Acerbis zip tabs
High durability fabric in 600D polyester resistant to wear 

Removable rigid bottom support
Bottom with 4 feet in PVC to protect the fabric
Address tag in PVC sewn on the side
Capacity 50 LT

PRODUCT DETAILS

100% POLYESTER 600D

Made In: China

SIZES

ONE SIZE 180



BAGS / BAGS
BAG MACHINE 190LT

BAG MACHINE 190LT
0024681

0024681.318    

FEATURES

Dimensions 96X46X43 cm. Volume 190 Lt. Weight 7 Kg
Wheeles 92mm diameter, width 29mm
Stiff insert to let the bag stay in place even when empty
Waterproof removable Carpet
Double tube telescopic handle system
Double center handle, top handle and side handle
External side pocket for easy access to the entire volume of the bag
External badge holder

Reflective insert and logos for better visibility
Main zipper with double slider to lock
Personalized rubber reinforcement on bottom
Upper compartment with pocket and clothing straps
Special lower compartment for helmet and boot
Light lining for easy viewing od the inside material
Mesh pockets and holes for ventilation

PRODUCT DETAILS

COMPONENTS | SHELL: | 100% PolyesterLINING: | 100% PolyesterMATERIALS | OUTER: | Rip resistant high density polyester INNER: | Lining and
mesh insert

Made In: China



BAGS / BAGS
BAG VOYAGER 105LT

BAG VOYAGER 105LT
0024615

0024615.207 0024615.319   

FEATURES

Dimensions 75X40X35 cm. Volume 105 Lt. Weight 5.5 Kg
Wheeles 92mm diameter, width 29mm
Stiff insert to let the bag stay in place even when empty
Double tube telescopic handle system
Double center handle, top handle and side handle
External pocket for documents/phone
External badge holder
Reflective insert and logos for better visibility

Main zipper with double slider to lock
Personalizes rubber reinforcement on bottom
Upper compartment with pocket and clothing straps
Special lower compartment for helmet and boot
Light lining for easy viewing od the inside material
Mesh pockets and holes for ventilation

PRODUCT DETAILS

COMPONENTS: | SHELL: | 100% PolyesterLINING: | 100% PolyesterMATERIALS: | OUTER: | Rip resistant high density polyester INNER: | Lining
and mesh insert

Made In: China



BAGS / BAGS
REAR BAG GRAND TOUR 24L

REAR BAG GRAND
TOUR 24L
0024775

0024775.090    

FEATURES

Extendablerear saddle / luggage rack bag, medium capacity 24 liters
(from 21L notextended to 27L extended)
2 external pockets with zipper
2 internal nets for objects 9x12 cm
1 internal net for objects 25x28 cm with zip closure
1 external net for objects 23x13 cm
Prints with reflective inserts for greater visibility atnight

Front pocket to hold the rain cover
Fluo yellow rain cover
Multi-purpose bungee cord for additional load
Front handle for manual transport
4 straps for direct attachment to any motorcycle model
2 shoulder straps for backpack transport

PRODUCT DETAILS

100% POLYESTER

Made In: China



BAGS / BAGS
X-STORM DRINK BAG

X-STORM DRINK BAG
0022818

0022818.318    

FEATURES

Backpack capacity: 14.5 liters.
Hydro bag capacity: 2.5 liters.
Easy to clean thanks to the large cap.
Drinking straw with adjustable opening and closing valve.
Ideal for those who need a supply of water and want to replace the
carrier with a backpack.

Pocket for tools.
X Braces with central quick release and adjustments with 4 Velcro
straps.
Breathable fabric in the area in contact with the back.
Water bag exclusion available.
The glove compartments convert into two flask carriers.
Waist belt.

PRODUCT DETAILS

COMPONENTS: 95% Polyester; 5% Others

Made In: China



BAGS / BAGS
X-STORM DRINK BAG

PRODUCTS RELATED

0022883
2,5L HYDRO BAG

 

0022891
2,5L HYDRO BAG VALVE

 
 



BAGS / BAGS
H20 DRINK BACKPACK

H20 DRINK BACKPACK
0017046

0017046.318    

FEATURES

Capacity 10 liters (including hydro bag of 2 liters).
Dorsal part (in contact with the back) is made of breathable fabric.
Hydro bag of 2 liters, with adjustable opening and closing valve.
Adjustable waist belt with quick-release buckle.
Adjustable shoulder straps, pre-shaped for spine Outer
compartment.

Numerous pockets: inside pocket and small storage pocket, net
outer pocket to hold original motorcycle license plate, a small
external pocket with zip closure, internal tool holder.

PRODUCT DETAILS

COMPONENTS: 95% Polyester; 5% other fibres 

Made In: China



BAGS / BAGS
H20 DRINK BACKPACK

PRODUCTS RELATED

0016863
OPTIONAL HYDRO BAG

 

0017945
2L HYDRO BAG VALVE

 
 



BAGS / BAGS
WATER SATUH DRINK BAG

WATER SATUH DRINK
BAG
0024547

0024547.318    

FEATURES

Capacity 9 litres
Water bag capacity 2.5 litres
Easy to clean water bag thanks to its large cap
Straw with adjustable opening and closing valve
Using rubber coated fabric to facilitate the cleaning of the backpack
with a wet sponge, and increasing water resistance
Ideal for those requiring a water supply and wish to replace the waist
pack with a comfortable backpack
Removable tool pocket and large utensils holder
Internal elastic net pocket for storage and/or smartphone

The innovative "X" closure system, with central quick release and 4
Velcro adjustments, eliminates the "oscillating" effect and
simultaneously distributes the pressure of the shoulder straps evenly
over the chest and not over the shoulders, ensuring a free and
unobstructed ride
Use of breathable fabric in back contact area
Water bag can be removed
Ideal for off-road use MOTOCROSS / ENDURO / ATV / TRIAL, E-BIKE
/ MTB

PRODUCT DETAILS

PVC 48% | Polyester 48% | Others 4%

Made In: China



BAGS / BAGS
WATER SATUH DRINK BAG

PRODUCTS RELATED

0022883
2,5L HYDRO BAG

 

0022891
2,5L HYDRO BAG VALVE

 
 



BAGS / BAGS
ACQUA DRINK BAG

ACQUA DRINK BAG
0017071

0017071.318    

FEATURES

Backpack capacity: 5 liters.
Hydro bag capacity: 2 liters.
Easy to clean thanks to the large cap.
Drinking straw with adjustable opening and closing valve.
Ideal for those who need a supply of water and want to replace the
carrier with a backpack.

Removable pocket and pouch for toolbag.
X Braces with central quick release and adjustments with 4 Velcro
straps.
Breathable fabric in the area in contact with the back.

PRODUCT DETAILS

COMPONENTS: 95% Polyester; 5% other fibres. 

Made In: China



BAGS / BAGS
ACQUA DRINK BAG

PRODUCTS RELATED

0016863
OPTIONAL HYDRO BAG

 

0017945
2L HYDRO BAG VALVE

 
 



BAGS / BAGS
DROMY DRINK WAIST PACK

DROMY DRINK WAIST
PACK
0021643

0021643.318    

FEATURES

Waistpack capacity: 6,5 liters
Hydro bag capacity: 1.5 liters.
Quick release buckle and velcro closure
Drinking straw integrates with helmet
Pocket for documents on the belt

Side storage compartment with velcro/zipper.
Transparent document holders
Identification label on the inside of the belt
Contact areas shaped for added breathability

PRODUCT DETAILS

Waistpack  | 95 % Polyester | 5 % Other MaterialsHydro Bag  | 95 % TPU | 5 % Other Materials

Made In: China

PRODUCTS RELATED

0021649
DROMY DRINK HIDRO BAG

 
  



BAGS / BAGS
IMPACT WAIST PACK

IMPACT WAIST PACK
0017032

0017032.318    

FEATURES

Capacity 5 liters.
Double closure via elastic belt with Velcro and plastic buckle.
Rubber patch on the lower back to ensure a perfect fit.
Belt with pocket for driving license or stamp card, with internal rider
identifying label.
Numerous pockets: back pocket for tools including an extra compass
pocket, which is easily accessible from the outside.

Removable side pocket for water bottle, removable accessories side
pocket and transparent pocket for documents.

PRODUCT DETAILS

COMPONENTS: 95% Polyester; 5% other fibers. 

Made In: China



BAGS / BAGS
PROFILE WAIST PACK

PROFILE WAIST PACK
0017033

0017033.318    

FEATURES

Capacity: 3 liters.
Double closure via elastic belt with Velcro and plastic buckle.
Rubber patch on the lower back to ensure a perfect fit.
Belt with pocket for driving license or stamp card, with internal rider
identifying label.

Numerous pockets: back pocket for tools including an extra compass
pocket, side pocket for water bottle, side pocket for riding essentials.

PRODUCT DETAILS

COMPONENTS: 95% Polyester; 5% other fibers.

Made In: China



BAGS / BAGS
WAIST PACK RAM PRO H2O

WAIST PACK RAM PRO
H2O
0024546

0024546.318    

FEATURES

Capacity 2 litres
Drink holder (Water bottle not included)
Double waist fastening using an elastic band with Velcro and plastic
buckle, guaranteeing excellent adherence to the body and
eliminating the possibility of losing the pouch during sports
activities
Perforated EVA inserts in the lumbar area to ensure a perfect fit,
comfort and breathability
Belt with pocket for driving license or stamp card, with internal rider
identifying label

PCV cover on waterproof and easy-to-clean tool pockets
Plenty of pockets:
- back tool pocket with inside small transparent pocket for socket
wrenches/screws.
- small side pocket for objects.
Magnet fitted into the waist pack fabric: the magnet holds the steel
screws and spanners placed on the waist pack, whenever it is easy to
lose screws in the vegetation (e.g. during mechanical intervention in
the woods)

PRODUCT DETAILS

Polyester 95% | Others 5%

Made In: China



BAGS / BAGS
RAM WAIST PACK

RAM WAIST PACK
0017031

0017031.318    

FEATURES

Capacity 2 liters.
Double closure via elastic belt with Velcro and plastic buckle.
Rubber patch on the lower back to ensure a perfect fit.
Belt with pocket for driving license or stamp card, with internal rider
identifying label.

Numerous pockets: back pocket for tools including an extra compass
pocket, two side pockets for other riding essentials.

PRODUCT DETAILS

COMPONENTS: 95% Polyester; 5% other fibres.

Made In: China



BAGS / BAGS
FANNY PACK WAIST PACK

FANNY PACK WAIST
PACK
0000087

0000087.318    

FEATURES

Front zip closure.
Adjustable waist strap and a handy plastic clip.

PRODUCT DETAILS

COMPONENTS: 95% Polyester; 5% other fibers. 

Made In: China



BAGS / BAGS
MANUBAG TOOL BAG

MANUBAG TOOL BAG
0024514

0024514.319    

FEATURES

Handlebar bags specially designed for Dual Enduro road and Enduro
racing models
Opening with Velcro fastener and plastic buckle
The main compartment is closed by a waterproof and dirt-resistant
zip, inside there is a removable tool bag
A pocket for holding credit cards, highway card, etc.
A transparent top pocket where it is possible to place a smartphone,
which can be used in navigation mode
E-CONNECT access: The Smartphone can stay charged thanks to the
power cable passing from the inside to the outside, through a
waterproof rubber opening.

Reinforcements and anti-vibration padding are provided to ensure
stability during all riding conditions (on and off-road)
4 Velcro straps provide stable anchorage to handlebars with and
without crossbar
Dimensions ( Length 30cm / Height 13cm / 8cm )
Volume 2.5L

PRODUCT DETAILS

Polyester 96% | Others 4%

Made In: China



BAGS / BAGS
FRONT TOOLS BAG

FRONT TOOLS BAG
0022013

0022013.318    

FEATURES

Capacity: 2 liters.
Compact toolbag.
Fast attachment system to the front fender via 4 metallic hooks.
Closure with adjustable straps.

Rubber base for a better grip.
Wide internal tools pocket.
Clear internal pocket for bushings.
Dimensions: 260x150 mm

PRODUCT DETAILS

 COMPONENTS: 95% Polyester; 5% other fibers.

Made In: China



BAGS / BAGS
TOOLS BAG REAR FENDER

TOOLS BAG REAR
FENDER
0012972

0012972.318    

FEATURES

2 liters.
Triple locking system: zip, Velcro, and buckles.
Internal tools pocket and small outside pocket, transparent bottom.

Printed front logo.
To be mounted on rear fender with 4 screws.

PRODUCT DETAILS

COMPONENTS: 95% Polyester; 5% other fibers.

Made In: China



BAGS / BAGS
X-EXPLORE 35 LT BACKPACK

X-EXPLORE 35 LT
BACKPACK
0024013

0024013.090    

FEATURES

Dimensions 32 x 23,5 x 48 cm. Volume 35 Lt. Weight 1,2 Kg
Separate padded pocket with zipper for tablet or labtop till 17”
dimensions 26X40 cm , quick access from the outside
Main zipper to easy log into the total volume of backpack
Pocket with zipper in thermoformed EVA to put delicate object and
easy to catch

Mesh pockets with stretch insert
Personalized padded back panel with different thickness for perfect
ventilation
Ergonomic padded shoulders straps with chest regulation
Waist regulation with bcukoe and straps to keep backpack in position
Waterproof cover from bottom separate pocket
Padded main handle in neoprene

PRODUCT DETAILS

Shell: | 100% PolyesterLining: | 100% PolyesterMATERIALS: | Outer: | Polyester 600D OxfordInner: | Lining in polyester with pockets

Made In: China



BAGS / BAGS
SHADOW BACK PACK

SHADOW BACK PACK
0017045

0017045.318    

FEATURES

Capacity: 38 liters.
Weight: 1.27 kg.
Reinforced, breathable mesh inserts in the back.
Internal bottom and side straps in nylon.
Waist closure with padded hip strap to secure grip and comfort.
Adjustable shoulder straps.
Pre-shaped for spine.

Removable internal reinforcement.
Easy opening with zip-cast.
Numerous pockets: three stretch net outside pockets, double outside
pocket with welt closure and top pocket.
Stretch panels for transportation of mechanic equipment.

PRODUCT DETAILS

COMPONENTS: Polyester 600D

Made In: China



BAGS / BAGS
TRACK 15L BACKPACK

TRACK 15L BACKPACK
0024014

0024014.070    

FEATURES

Dimensions 31 x 17 x 44 cm. Volume 15 Lt. Weight 0,550 Kg
Padded pocket for tablet or labtop till 14” dimensions 23X34 cm
Inner phone pocket
Main zipper to easy log into the total volume of backpack

Mesh pockets with stretch insert
Padded back panel in breathable mesh
Ergonomics and adjustables padded shoulders straps
Waterproof cover quick access from bottom separate pocket

PRODUCT DETAILS

COMPONENTS: | Shell: | 100% Polyester Lining: | 100% PolyesterMATERIALS: | Outer: | Polyester 600D OxfordInner: | Lining in polyester with
pockets

Made In: China



BAGS / BAGS
ALHENA BACKPACK

ALHENA BACKPACK
0022266

0022266.040 0022266.042 0022266.090 0022266.110

FEATURES

Main compartment with grey dual closing zip
Front holder in grey
Embroidered logos
Padded centre handle with ventilated mesh
Adjustable padded shoulder straps for comfortable carrying

Polyester 1680D fabric on base for improved friction resistance
31cm wide - 42cm high
Capacity: 25 L

PRODUCT DETAILS

100% POLYESTER RIPSTOP 420D

Made In: China

SIZES

ONE SIZE 180



BAGS / BAGS
X-WATER 28L BACKPACK

X-WATER 28L
BACKPACK
0024542

0024542.319    

FEATURES

WATERPROOF backpack ideal for motorcyclists.
Capacity 28 L.
Heat-sealed external stitching and water-resistant zippers.
Interior compartment with fully waterproof storage pockets, useful for
storing items such as tablets and/or notebook

External mesh pockets
Adjustable external spider net to hold objects
Breathable padding in the back area.
Padded shoulder straps and backpack adjustment straps
Resistant to temperatures ranging from +70° - 30°.
Abrasion resistant

PRODUCT DETAILS

PVC 85% | POLYESTER 15%

Made In: China



BAGS / BAGS
ROOT BACKPACK

ROOT BACKPACK
0024107

0024107.090    

FEATURES

8L capacity
Waterproof
Easy to transport (packable)
Roll top closure with hook fastening

Maximum lightness
External zip pocket
Ideal for MTB and Motorcycles usage

PRODUCT DETAILS

90% polyester, 10% Pu

Made In: China



BAGS / BAGS
X-WATER 40L HORIZONTAL BAG

X-WATER 40L
HORIZONTAL BAG
0024540

0024540.319    

FEATURES

WATERPROOF large bag ideal for motorcyclists
Capacity 40 L
Heat-sealed external stitching
Practical and flexible
Resistant to temperatures ranging from +70° - 30°

Abrasion resistant
Universal bike fastening by rings and 4 belts included
Shoulder strap

PRODUCT DETAILS

PVC 85% | POLYESTER 15%

Made In: China

PRODUCTS RELATED

0023893
TENAY BELT

 070  090
  



BAGS / BAGS
X-WATER 30L VERTICAL BAG

X-WATER 30L
VERTICAL BAG
0024541

0024541.319    

FEATURES

WATERPROOF roller bag ideal for motorcyclists
Capacity 30 L.
Heat-sealed external stitching
Shoulder strap
Universal bike fastening by rings and 4 belts included

Practical and flexible
Resistant to temperatures ranging from +70° - 30°.
Abrasion resistant

PRODUCT DETAILS

PVC 85% | POLYESTER 15%

Made In: China



BAGS / BAGS
X-WATER 30L VERTICAL BAG

PRODUCTS RELATED

0023893
TENAY BELT

 070  090
  



BAGS / BAGS
NO WATER 4L WAIST PACK

NO WATER 4L WAIST
PACK
0022858

0022858.319    

FEATURES

4-liter WATERPROOF waistpack.
Taped seams and zippers, water-resistant exterior.
Completely waterproof internal pockets, useful for storing items such as tablets and/or a laptop with a maximum size of 21x32 cm.

PRODUCT DETAILS

COMPONENTS: 95% PVC; 5% Other fibers.

Made In: China



BAGS / BAGS
NO WATER 3L WAIST PACK

NO WATER 3L WAIST
PACK
0023418

0023418.319    

FEATURES

3 litre WATERPROOF waistpack
Taped seams and zippers, water-resistant exterior
Completely waterproof internal pockets, useful for storing items such as tablets with a maximum size of 21x17 cm.

PRODUCT DETAILS

95% PVC; 5% Other fibres

Made In: China



BAGS / BAGS
NO WATER TRIP

NO WATER TRIP
0022228

0022228.319    

FEATURES

Legpack.
2 liter capacity.
External heat-sealed seams.
Fully waterproof inner part.
Attachment via double adjustable strap.

Useful for storing small items like smartphone (max 17x11 cm).
Practical and flexible.
Especially useful on rainy days.

PRODUCT DETAILS

COMPONENTS: 10% Polyester; 90% Pvc.

Made In: China



BAGS / BAGS
X-SIDE BAG

X-SIDE BAG
0024216

0024216.090    

FEATURES

Right and left legs bag
Adjustable strap on the waist and on the thigh
1L capacity
Removable waterproof cover

One size
Reflective inserts
Internal compartments for phone / wallet / documents
Keys hook

PRODUCT DETAILS

100% Polyester

Made In: China



BAGS / BAGS
JERLA BAG

JERLA BAG
0024428

0024428.318    

FEATURES

Backpack-bag capacity 102 litres
Dimensions 59cm x 52cm x 36cm
weight 2Kg
The backpack bag holds all the specific equipment for sportsmen
and women practising off-road disciplines:
motocross/Enduro/trial/motard . Thanks to the backpack design, it is
possible to transport all the necessary equipment up and down stairs
or paddocks in rough terrain
The vertical structure reduces the overall bulk of the backpack, in the
trunk of the car and van
Made with two comfortable external side pockets in breathable
fabric, designed to store the boots separately from the other contents
of the backpack-bag.
A deep central compartment holds all the necessary equipment:
helmet, chest protector, knee pads, trousers, jersey, mask, gloves,
etc...

A top compartment divider keeps off-road clothing separate from the
change of clothes, preventing them from getting dirty
The front pocket, useful for storing small objects once opened,
becomes a comfortable footrest allowing you to get dressed while
keeping your feet dry and clean
Sliding adjustable straps distribute the weight evenly on the chest
and not on the shoulders
Use of breathable fabric in back contact area
Ideal for off-road use MOTOCROSS / ENDURO / ATV /
TRIAL/MOTARD



BAGS / BAGS
JERLA BAG

PRODUCT DETAILS

Polyester 96% | Others 4%

Made In: China



BAGS / BAGS
SHOES BAG

SHOES BAG
0021818

0021818.060    

FEATURES

50 pcs
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